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effect of the pact was to give Poland greater freedom for her
policy in other directions—for instance, Germany.
DANZIG AGREEMENTS
Poland's relations with Danzig showed marked improvement.
It was not to be doubted that the Free City Government was
acting on instructions from Berlin, and this, in its turn, indicated
that Hitler was keeping to the spirit of the May understanding,
though a decision of the Hague Court on July 29 rejected a
German complaint that Poland had carried out in Pomorze
and Poznania her Agrarian Reform Acts to the disadvantage of
German proprietors and the profit of her own nationals, Poland
proving that there had been no discrimination, as alleged, in
these provinces, the law having been carried out there precisely
as in other parts of the country. Early in July Rauschning, on
an official visit to Warsaw, said that the geographical situation
of the Free City, as well as the treaties, demanded the collaboration
of Danzig with Poland, and realizing this the Free City Govern-
ment desired direct conversations with the Polish Government
for the elimination of disputes, instead of pursuing them at Geneva.
Poland accepted the suggestion, and conversations proceeded
to such good purpose in July that on August 5 two agreements
were signed, and a third and a fourth on September 18. In brief,
these treaties regulated the use of the port of Danzig by the
Poles and acknowledged the rights of Polish citizens in the Free
City, while Poland bound herself to share her trade and commerce
equally between Danzig and Gdynia "in the measure of the
possible." Technical details were worked out in the September
agreements. Jedrzejewicz, on September 22, returned Rauschning's
visit to Warsaw by going to Danzig, where they indulged in
mutual congratulations.
NEW CONSTITUTION
With the skies abroad more serene for her than for a long time
past, Poland turned her attention to home problems. Her Govern-
ment went on resolutely with its policy of deflation, aad
busy studying bow best the Budget deficit was to be

